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- **Late Night Linux ? Episode 141** [3]
  Félim is trolled about the cloud, our first impressions of elementary OS, your feedback, and more.

- **RIP Sudo, Open Doas Is My New Best Friend - Invidious** [4]
  Like everyone else on Linux I've been using sudo but when I tried out doas on my gentoo install I really liked it so I thought why not try it out over on my main Arch install and I've really been liking it.

- **Is The Raspberry Pi A Desktop Replacement? - Invidious** [5]
  Recently, I went a little over three months without having a home computer. For the first two months, I just did without having a computer. The third month though, I tried to use a Raspberry Pi 4 as a desktop replacement. How was the experience? It was a mixture of good
and bad.

- **Going Linux #412 · Listener Feedback** [6]

  Bill’s laptop is in computer hospital. Our listeners have suggestions, answers, and feedback on Office file formats, running Wine and Crossover, using AppImages, gaming on Linux and more.
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